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JACKSPOT
EDITORIAL
“The greatest glory in living lies not in never falling, but in rising every
time we fall” – Nelson Mandela.
It is a common experience to students dwindling in certain tasks, but it
is obligatory to take it as a challenge and to try relentlessly to accomplish it.
Of course one should be vindicated with their goals, they need to be positive
in attribute and go in line with the tolerable ‘ways and means’ to get, palpable
by associates. There is simple tip always worth following ‘if the plan does not
work, change the plan, not the goal’. I wish all the students of JNTUACE Kalikiri
to set their GOALs as high as possible and start to plan to achieve it. The college
environment is good to put to practice all the planned activities for the career
growth along with strengthening physical and mental health.
In this last 3 month’s time there were many good activities transpired
on the campus, which are going to be presented in this issue of ‘JACKSPOT’.
Amongst all of them, I prefer to mention THREE BEST ones. They are resolving
long pending demand of the students i.e., INAGURATION OF COLLEGE
CANTEEN and STATIONERY STORES; Conducting Student Induction Programme
(SIP) for the First Year admitted students; Inviting a professor from IIM
Lucknow to interact with staff and students. All the other activities presented
reflect the commitment and dedication of the coordinators and students
interest and growth.
I wish ALL THE BEST for the forthcoming EXAMINATIONS and Placement
Drives of the Student Friends.
--- Prof. M.L.S.Deva Kumar, PRINCIPAL, JNTUACEK
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INTENATIONAL DAY OF OLDER PERSONS
01-09-2021
The steady security in an old age home gives them protection from intruders and helps them
live a safe and secure life. One of the factors that make old age homes attractive to elders is the
companionship. They are in constant company of people their own age.
The purpose of this visit was to make the NSS team realise their social responsibilities towards
senior citizens. Such visits also activate the thought process to realize the agony and pain which
the people go through in their old age while living away from their dear ones.
NSS team have distributed fruits and groceries
to all the people over there and spent lot of time
over the whole day. NSS Program Officer Dr.
K. Aparna supported a lot for this event and
gave a lot of courage in this pandemic condition
from our college.

Awareness and safety measurements to be
taken in this pandemic situation has also
explained by the team. It is important to follow
up those actions by everyone to prevent
themselves from this viral situation.
Finally, the service program has ended with lots
of satisfaction. NSS meant for its own services
towards the society. This became true always
when we had gone through such camps and by
giving hand to needy people. The one smile on
their face makes our heart melts with joy.
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Our college and whole NSS team had helped to
move on these kinds of activities anywhere and at
any time. We feel proud to have an encouragement
for social services from everyone in the campus.

GANDHI JAYANTHI
2nd OCTOBER 2021
JNTUA College of Engineering, Kalikiri had extravagantly celebrated the Gandhi Jayanthi on
October 2nd 2021. The event was organised by Dr. K. Aparna NSS Program Officer(Unit-1).

Celebrations of Gandhi Jayanthi

The event had started with the speech of the Vice Principal.
The Vice Principal Dr. C. Subhash had spoken about the sacrifice made by Gandhiji and spoke
about the achievements as the Father of the Nation. He further asked the students to continue
the legacy of Gandhi who strived and struggled hard for the Independence.
The head of the Electrical Dept. Dr. M Venkateswara Rao spoke about the Peace,
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Gandhiji had taught to the Nation and
requested all the students to continue the
legacy of his peace policies. He also
explained the students about the peaceful
movements led by Gandhiji during
Independence struggle. He further spoke
about the administration established postIndependence by Gandhiji.
The program ended with the vote of thanks
proposed by Dr. K. Aparna who spoke
about the acheivements of Gandhi as a
National leader. She thanked the Principal Prof. M.L.S. Deva Kumar and vice principal Dr. C.
Subhash for his support by administrating such a successful event. She praised the NSS
Volunteers for structuring the event.

Group picture of the students, teaching and non- teaching faculty

VICE CHANCELLOR’S VISIT – REPORT
The “YEARNING DESIRE OF THE CEK” students since its inception, fulfilled during
the first visit of Hon’ble Vice Chancellor Prof. G.Ranga Janardhana after assuming the office,
to JNTUA College of Engineering, Kalikiri. The craving YEN was “CAMPUS CANTEEN”.
During Vice Chancellor’s visit on 8th October, 2021 he inaugurated the canteen and initiated
the functioning of CAMPUS CANTEEN.
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Prof. M.L.S.Deva Kumar Principal of
the College along with Prof.C.Subhas Vice
Principal, HoDs of various departments, Asst.
Registrar and Staff bid a grand welcome to
Vice Chancellor at College Guest House.
After breakfast, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor had
a brief and compact discussion with the heads
of all departments in the Guest house
Conference Hall.
He discussed about the development of
the Institution. He was informed that the water
scarcity has reduced when compared to the past
and was requested to improve water availability
in the campus. He further instructed the college
administration to plan for alternate avenues or
water sources and suggested for digging
additional borewells if necessary. He informed
that he would arrange faculty recruitment (both
regular and Adhoc) as soon as possible. He
discussed
about
the
Post-Graduation
courses and uttered that they would start for the
Academic Year 2022-2023 for instilling Research and Consultancy, not less than one course
for each department.
Prof. Ranga Janardhana inaugurated
the Canteen Facility, which was worth
mentioned under stress that, although
the college had opened in 2013, it took
eight long years to open a canteen, by
which it facilitates all the 1500
students and staff with food and
refreshments in house, saves lot of
time and money and particularly gives
an opportunity to meet and greet and have
psychological relief from regular work or
study tensions.
As soon as the canteen was opened, a convention was held in the auditorium for which
the students, teaching and non-teaching staff, heads of all depts., the vice-principal and the
principal had took-part along with the Vice Chancellor. Prof. D. Neeraja HCED invited the
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gathering and The Vice Principal Dr. C. Subhash had presented the brief introduction about
the institution and the activities held by various departments. The Vice Chancellor had got
impressed by the presentation of Dr. C. Subhash about the co-curricular and extra-curricular
activities conducted by various departments.
The Vice Chancellor intervened about the requirements of the institute and the
challenges & issues to be solved and were to be noticed. He enunciated that the faculty were
to be recruited very soon. He advocated the students to utilize the benefits provided by the
administration. He also recommended students to make-use of the library. He promulgated that
the Post-Graduation courses would start from the next Academic Year (2022-2023). He assured
that he would visit the campus very frequently and look-into the development of the campus.
The Principal in his address, presented the activities of Students and Staff including
recent state level award won by the First Year Mechanical Engineering Students in Makeathon
2.0. He described about the NSS activities ushered in and out of the
campus. He conveyed his gratitude to the Vice Chancellor for his
magnificent presence at the campus for the opening of the canteen and
for spending his valuable time for the developmental activities in the
campus. He thanked the Hon’ble Vice Chancellor and all the Team of
University Administration for sanctioning, a Medical Officer to the
campus and for according permission to procure a Tractor along with
implements to the campus.
Hon’ble Vice Chancellor launched the FIRST ISSUE of College
Magazine “JACKSPOT” in the presence of all CAC members of the
College. He expressed that, it is a blissful time to bring out THE FIRST
issue of “JACKSPOT” the quarterly magazine of JNTUA College of
Engineering, Kalikiri. He
appreciated
the
TEAM
JNTUACEK for an worderful
initiation and blessed to grow
the range of items in the
magazine to spreadin various
directions.
Principal
Prof.
M.L.S.Deva Kumar narrated
the fruition of the maganize
as, Out of several names
proposed by dynamic students
of JNTUACEK, the above
name selected by the Jury Members. The term “JACKSPOT” is an acronym stating “Jntu
Anantapur Campus at Kalikiri - Sceptre-Pulse of Outshining - Tannoy”.
‘Sceptre’ means Official Ornament of Rulers, ‘Pulse’ is an regularly occurred
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wave or beat, ‘Outshining’ means much more skilful and successful than someone,
‘Tannoy’ is one typeof public
announcing system.And the term
designed
to
portrait
it
as
“JACKSPOT”, in which, with absence
of ‘S’, it gives a treasure without much
effort i.e., “JACKPOT”, whereas
‘SPOT’ indicates the highlighting of
the events or activities or talents or
messages with ‘SPOT’LIGHT.
He appreciate the students and
staff of JNTUACE Kalikiri for toiling
to initiate and bring out the first issue
of
“JACKSPOT”.
I
wish
wholeheartedly the institution flourish
with ZEPHYR, in leaps and bounds
and to reach ZENITH in Technical
Education.
The Vice Chancellor Dr. G.
Ranga Janardhana was felicitated by
the Principal, the Vice Principal and
the Heads of all depts. with a memento.
The event had concluded with
the proposal of Vote of Thanks by the Head of CSE dept. Dr. Shaik Naseera. She expressed

her gratitude and delightedness to the Vice Chancellor for his magnificent presence in the
campus.
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TEST THE TRAINER PHASE-II
Test the Trainer Phase-II, for the teaching staff of the college was conducted on 23-102021 between 2:00PM and 4:00PM. The program intends to clarify English language and
grammar associated doubts. Prof. M.L.S. Deva Kumar, Principal chaired the session while MS.
Vimala.V and Mr. P. Basheer Khan, Assistant Professors (Adhoc), Dept. of English acted as
the resource persons. The staff interactedand discussed about their doubts and the concers of
English. The session was made more lively it with activity and active involvement of the
participants. Prof. M. venkateswara Rao, HEED and Prof. V. Nagaprasad Naidu, HMED were
also among the participants.
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CLEAN INDIA PROGRAM
25/10/2021
JNTUA College of Engineering, Kalikiri
(NSS Unit-1) administered the Clean India program
in the town of Kalikiri. The final year students of
the college had walked to the Railway Station and
cleaned the premises of the station

Students cleaning the premises of the Railway Station

Railway Station Master Mr. Venkateswarlu ,
Kalikiri thanked NSS Program office Dr. K. Aparna, and
NSS Voulnteers for conduction of CLEAN INDIA
Program at the Railway station Premises.

Students just after the cleaning program
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The NEWS published in the local News Paper

RASTRIYA EKTA DIWAS
30/10/2021
JNTUACEK (NSS Unit-1) had celebrated Rashtriya Ekta Diwas named National
Unity Day moment on the behalf of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel efforts for the integration of
India. To acknowledge his efforts and sacrifices, on this day people gathered and celebrate
the unity of nation.
This auspicious day was celebrated
different events like seminars organized in
our institution. Students have participated in
declamation, speech.
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More over our principal and lecturers have proposed to maintain this unity among students too.
We took the pledge on Rashthriya Ekta Diwas
to foster and reinforce our dedication to
preserve and strengthen the unity, integrity and
security of our nation.

REPORT ON LEGAL AWARENESS PROGRAM
3/11/2021
JNTUA College of Engineering, Kalikiri had venerably celebrated the PAN India
Program for Legal Awareness Program. Shri Isukapati Karuna Kumar was invited as a Chief
Guest. The event had started with JNTUA Anthem and a video on Anti Ragging.
The Vice Principal Dr. C. Subhash and Chief Guest were invited on to the Dias. The
bouquets were presented by
final year students.
The Chief Guest and the Vice
Principal with bouquet

The Vice Principal had
spoken in his speech that the
students must follow the rules
and regulations of the state. He
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also suggested not to disrespect and disobey the fundamental duties of our Constitution.
The final year student Suresh Bhagya Shree presented the profile of the Chief Guest.
The Chief Guest had spoken the
importance of Judiciary and stated the policies of
Girls safety. He also explained the special polity
cases like Kesavananda Bharati, Bijoe
Emmanuel. He also spoke that Ragging can
depress a student both mentally and physically.
He suggested the students to take care of their
parents.
Chief Guest delivering the speech

The Chief Guest Shri Isukapati Karuna
Kumar inaugurated his book in the presence of
Vice Principal and heads of various departments and some of the students.

The Chief Guest presented the copy of his book to the Vice Principal
and heads of various departments.

Vice Principal honoring the Chief Guest

The program was ended with the vote of thanks delivered by Dr. K. Aparna, Professor
of ECE Department.
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CAMPUS CLEANESS PROGRAM
ORGANIZED BY MESA
Mechanical Engineering Students Association (MESA) of JNTUA College of Engineering
Kalikiri, organised campus cleanliness program on 10-11-2021. This program was inaugurated

by Dr. M.L.S. Deva Kumar Principal, JNTUACEK, Dr. C. Subash, Vice-Principal, Dr.V. Naga
Prasad Naidu Head of Mechanical Engineering, Dr D.Neeraja Head of Civil, Dr. M.
Venkateswara Rao Head of EEE, Dr. S.Naseera Head Of CSE. Principal, Dr. M.L.S. Deva
Kumar appreciated Mechanical Engineering Students for selecting Campus cleaning program
as first program (001) under MESA and advised to conduct many such programs. VicePrincipal, Dr. C. Subash
advised the students to
continue
this
campus
cleaning
program
for
maintain a clean campus.
Dr D.Neeraja Head of Civil
Engineering advised the
students to make the waste
collected in to useful
material.
Dr.
M.
Venkateswara Rao Head of
EEE
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advised the students to involve students of all branches and to create awareness to maintain a
clean surrounding. Dr. S.Naseera Head Of CSE advised the students to convert this wasted in
vermicompost and feed for plants of our campus. Finally, Dr.V. Naga Prasad Naidu Head of
Mechanical Engineering appreciated the students for organising this program and advised to
continuing this program on every Wednesday evening after completion of classwork for one
hour.

TEACHER IS A SOCIAL AGENT FOR CHANGE
“Teacher is a Social Agent for a Change in the society – Teacher can motivate
generations for the transformation and will be able to establish a positive culture in an
organization and in the society” quoted by Prof. S.Venkataramanaiah of Indian Institute of
Management Lucknow (IIML) and Executive Council Member of JNTUniversity Anantapur.
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Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) of JNTUA College of Engineering Kalikiri
conducted a workshop on “Excellence in Teaching and

Research” on 16th November, 2021 for the Teaching
Faculty members of the college. Prof. M.L.S.Deva
Kumar Principal, JNTUACEK presided over the
programme and introduced Prof. S.Venkataramanaiah to
the participants. During the workshop in his keynote
speech Prof. Venkataramanaiah delivered sessions on
“Teacher – Ethics” and “Teacher – Role in Change of
Society” and “Teacher – Research”. He focused on the
personal attributes of the teacher initially stated that, A teacher should maintain proper
“DRESS and ADDRESS” to distinct
himself / herself. Depending upon the
occasion personal grooming is required for
proper compatibility and should be a role
model to the students. Properly designed
and informative visiting card of a teacher
should reflect the uniqueness of the
teacher. Teacher need to unlearn many
things to become a good teacher. Teacher
need to learn to “listen” more, which is
generally difficult to a teacher. It is
required to have open mind for unlearning
and learning. For this teacher should use
open sources for learning and should inculcate a habit of reading newspapers regularly.
Teacher is instrumental in infusing “Ethics” in to the minds of the students. Especially present
generation students required more of teaching morals and ethics. Four years of their time will
be available for teaching community of a college and this period is quite sufficient to make the
students to learn ethics from the culture of the institution. It is required to observe society to
note the ethical issues like unethical relationships, Disturbed families, No bonding between
family members etc., and need to give proper guidance to the students to overcome such
malpractices. It is great, if the effort of the teacher changes a few students and best persons,
away from unethical practices. Treat every student as own child. Make students good at
communication skills, not only speaking skill but also writing skills. Student Teacher relation
is everlasting and students are the ultimate assets for the teachers. Teacher should discourage
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students from malpractices like copy, lie etc.,
Teacher can teach up to 80 % from the book, but should have 20 % from the society. It
is required to make students to pond upon Economy, GDP, National schemes and plans and
also on Leadership and Entrepreneurship. Teacher need to give local examples of success
stories, which will boost up the morale of the students. Need to teach fundamentals and stuff
not available in the books. News items can be taken as content for teaching concepts.
Research is mandatory for the teachers. Teachers need to have target of producing good
quality papers every semester. Students
should also be encouraged to join in the
process of publishing papers.
Having
innovative and creative bent of mind is
required for a teacher. While writing research
paper, writing with right language and
terminology are important.
Prof.
M.L.S.Deva
Kumar
Principal,Prof. C.Sushas Vice Principal, HoDs
Prof. Neeraja, Prof. M.Venkateswara Rao,
Prof. V.Naga Prasad Naidu, Prof. Naseera,
Dr.N.Saritha, Dr.N.Zafrunisha, Dr.K.Aparna
and all the teaching faculty participated.

Constitution Day
JNTUACEK NSS Program Officer Dr. K. Aparna (Unit-1) organized the constitution
day also known as “Samvidhan Divas” on 26-11-2021.
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Reading the preamble to the constitution is an important part of the celebrations
and reinforce the nation’s obligation towards upholding its constitutional ideology.

Webinars on constitutional values
and fundamental principles of the Indian
constitution may also be organized. While
doing so it may be ensured that guidelines
issued in the wake of COVID-19
pandemic are adhered to.

SIP (STUDENT INDUCTION PRORAM)
The student induction program started with the registrations of students, the registration
process continued from morning to the noon of 29th November 2021, the forenoon of the day
gave the newly admitted students and their parents, an introduction to SIP. The introduction
included purpose, process and the product of SIP. On day one, apart from the parents, around
50 students attended the SIP and got benefited from the program. Through various speakers,
they received the most crucial information about the college, hostels, exams, syllabus, carrier
opportunities, SIP initiatives, physical fitness, placements and many more. By the end of the
introduction programme, students are found to be highly motivated, completely involved and
well informed.
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The speakers of the programme includes Prof. M.L.S. Deva Kumar, Principal; Prof. C.

Subhas, HECED & Vice Principal; Dr. N. Saritha Co- ordinator of SIP; Prof. D. Neeraja,
HCED & HFTi/c; Prof. Shaik Naseera, HCSED; Dr. K. Aparna, OIH, TPO & NSS officer. The
programme is moderated by Ms. Vimala, Asst. Professor (Adhoc), Dept. of English.

Inaugural of SIP on 29th Nov, 2021
Self Introduction:An activity was conducted to the students by Dr. N. Saritha, SIP Coordinator and
Ms.V.
Vimala
Asst. Coordinator
to
introduce
themselves.
All
the first year
students
participated
actively in this
session.
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Soft Skills:A Session on “soft skills” was given by prof. C. Subhas, Vice Principal, JNTUACE, kalikiri.
He gave an
inspirational
speech inter
personal
skills,
time
management
skills
&
Professional
Ethics.

APSSDC SKILL DEVELOPMENT:As a part of SIP basics of computer skills and training with hands on practice session to
first year students of JNTUACE Kalikiri from 1 st Dec,2021 to 7th Dec,2021 by Mr. K. Raja
Reddy from APSSDC.
He gave an over view of
placement opportunities
to the students. The
session gave a clear
picture of eligibility
criteria,
recruitment
process
&
training
process.
APSSDC Skill Development by K. Raja Reddy from 1st Dec, 2021 to 7th Dec, 2021

Art of Living & Life Skills:A session on “life skills” and “Art of living” by
Mr. MCV Prasad from Prakruthi
vanam(Madhanapalli), Neurologist Dr. Climas from
Mangalore and
Ms. Aruna from Tirupathi. They
gave a lot of information about organic forming,
importance of health and Yoga.
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Art of Living and Life skills by Neurologist Dr. Climas on 2nd Dec, 2021

Constitution of India:A session on “Constitution of India” by Dr. Y. S. Muniratnam Rtd. Professor. He gave a lot of
information about schedules and
articles of constitution of India,
Which are helpful to know the
administrations
of
govt.
institutions to the students in their
life.
Living a better life – Values, perception & Emotional Intelligence:A motivational talk on values, Emotional intelligence for living a better life was given by Prof.
P. R. Bhanu Murthy, Director FD & IQAC, JNTUACE, Ananthapuramu.

Living a better life by Prof. P. R. Bhanu Murthy Online Speech on 6-12-21

Universal Human Values:-
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A special guest lecture was given to the first year students on Universal Human Values

by Prof. G. Prasanthi, Dept. Mechanical,
JNTUACE, Ananthapuramu. This session provided a lot of information on Human Values and
Ethics.
Telugu Literature:As a part of SIP a session by Sree Vempalli Abdul Khadhar,Rtd Lecturer in telugu,

Popular writer. In this session he gave a lot information on
telugu literature, poetry writing in telugu and story writing in telugu.

Telugu Literature by Sri V. Abdul Khadar on 7th Dec, 2021
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Ethics and Values for Students:A session on Ethics and Values for students was given by Prof. C. Neeraja, HOD of
Civil, JNTUACE,
Kalikiri.
This
Session provided a
lot of information
on different kinds
of Values and
Ethical behavior to
the students.

Communication Skills:A session on communication skills by Dr. M. Vijetha,YVU provided information about
Verbal and Non Verbal Communication and gestures.

Law in Every day’s Life – The Basics:As a part of SIP the importance of Law in every day’s life – The basics was given by Dr. V.
Sunitha, Asst.
Professor,
Damodaram
Sanjeevaiah
National Law
University,
Visakhapatnam.
From this
session students
learned the
fundamental
duties of citizen, Consumer Rights and Importance of First Information Report (FIR).
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Universal Human Values:A session on Universal Human Values by Ms.
V. Vimala, Dept. English, JNTUACE, Kalikiri.
This session provided a lot of information on
Human Values and Ethics.

Music for Personality Development:A Session Music for Personality Development by Prof. N. Saileeswari, SPMVV,

TIRUPATHI. She provided the information on importance of Music for every one and how to
reduce the stress and depression by listening music.
Humanizing Engineering Education:As part of SIP a session on Humanizing Engineering Education is delivered by Popular

Humanist Prof. K. Venkat Reddy, Rtd. Professor of English, & Former Principal of SKU,
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Ananthapuramu.
Financial Education and Investment Planning for Beginners:As part of SIP a session was given by Dr. K. Rajendra Prasad, Financial Education Resource
person – SEBI. In this session he
gave lot of information on planning
of investment in shares, importance
of insurance and savings.

Condolence to GENERAL BIPIN RAWAT by JNTUACE Kalikiri and ITBP 53rd
Battalion on 10th Dec, 2021
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A Special guest lecture Prof. V. B. Chitra, Dept. of English, JNTUACE, Ananthapuramu
gave a lot of information on “Verbal & Non Verbal Communication -Proxemics”.

Employment opportunities in the New Economy:A session conducted on “Employment opportunities in the New Economy” by prof. G.
Anjineya Swamy, Dean In charge, Central University, Ananthapuramu. From this session
students learnt a lot information on Employment Opportunities in various fields in the New
Economy.

Youth & Personality Development:A motivational talk on Youth & Personality development was given by Dr. P. Vijaya
Kumar, Lecturer, SML Govt. Degree College, Kurnool.
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Health Education & Wellness Awareness:A session on Health Education conducted by Dr. Bhargavi, Medical Officer, JNTUACE,
Kalikiri. The Session provided information

on Importance of mental emotional Health
and Usage of first aid kit.
Motivational Speech:-
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A session on Motivational speech by Dr. Thalari Sanjeev Kumar, JABA Training
Academy Ananthapuramu. The session was very informative
to students. He gave a lot information about Engineering

graduates Vs Engineers, Industry Expectations and Carrier
Planning & Guidance.
Positive Youth Development:An Inspirational speech was given by Dr. P. Anitha, Psychologist. She gave a lot
information about 5C Model of Positive Youth
Development and explore students with innovative
strengths, Institutional resources, family, peer and
community.

Life Skills:An Inspirational speech by Prof. Y. S. Sharada, Dept. Of English Language and Literature,
SPMVV, Tirupathi on
Life skills. The Session is
about self awareness
empathy,
effective
communication,
inter
personal relationships.
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“Food Technova”
9th and 10th December, 2021
Food safety is Everyone’s business
“Technology in Food” with this motto Food Technova – a national level technical

symposium was inaugurated on 9th December 2021. This
year it is celebrated with theme of “Safe Food Now for A
Healthy Tomorrow” which state that what we eat reflects in
our health. Consuming Safe food acts as medicine and helps
to improve the human system and supports to fight with
diseases.
While delivering the inaugural address of the program organized by Dept. of Food
Technology, JNTUA College of Engineering Kalikiri, the president of the meeting, Prof.
M.L.S. Deva Kumar Principal of the JNTUACE
Kalikiri has given a call to all the participated
students and faculty members to understand the
challenges in the agricultural, food processing
sector at various stages and how they are affecting
the country’s wellbeing as well as economy. He
stressed on how every individual is responsible to
maintain the food quality and safety throughout
the supply chain i.e., “from Farm to fork”. He also
emphasized on creating awareness about schemes
on food processing sector launched by Hon’ble
Prime minister and their role in developing
entrepreneurship skills in the present generation.
In this meeting the Convenor and Head of
the Department, Prof. D Neeraja expressed her
views on the importance of Food processing.
This occasion was graced by the presence of Chief Guest Mr. G Prabhakar, Assistant
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Food controller of Chittoor and Ongole Dist. In addressal to the gathering he discussed about
major issues and challenges that are faced by a
food industry
or any food
business
operator. He
also shared his
experience in
the sector of
Food safety
with students
that was very
inspiring and
motivational.
In this occasion Guests of honor who delivered
session’s viz., Dr. N.N. Misra, Director, Ingenium Naturae
pvt. Ltd. Gujarat and Ms Shilpa Vaidya, CEO at Incredible
Minds, Bengaluru.
In his addressal Dr. N.N. Misra, explained about the importance of Food Technology
and wide opportunities available for students. He created awareness on recent developments in
food processing such as Novel techniques that helps to retain nutrition and beneficial for
Consumers. He also emphasized about the role of other engineering streams in food processing.
Ms. Shilpa Vaidya, an entrepreneur in the field of technology gave an insight to how
world is changing and explained the importance of technology in all the fields.
The program was also attended by Jagadish, Food safety officer, Chittoor Dist.
Dr. C. Subhash Vice Principal, Other Professors Dr. V. Naga Prasad Naidu, Dr. M.
Venkateswara Rao, Dr. Naseera, Dr. Aparna, Dr. Zafrunissa along with participants from
JNTUA CEK, Kalikiri and other colleges participated in the program.

Plantation Program on 21st Dec 2021
We have conducted a Plantation Program in our college. In this plantation program the
principal Prof. M. L. S Deva Kumar expressed the
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importance of planting trees and saving nature. The most striking feature of this event was that
it was organised by NSS program officer Dr.K.Aparna (Unit 1) of our college. The principal
and other professors were joined in this program. They also watered the trees. The event ended
with an oath to protect our environment by conducting such tree plantation programme to
establish the worth saying “one tree, one life”.

MOU WITH BRITISH COUNCIL SPOKEN ENGLISH
COURSE
29-12-2021
JNTUA Kalikiri Engineering College Principal Dr. M.L.S. Deva Kumar and British Council
representative Mr. Goutam Das, on behalf of CSC e-Governance Services India Limited under
the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (Government of India), have a
Memorandum of Understanding to implement the British Council career stroke and IBM
course
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MOU SIGNING WITH BRITISH COUNCIL

Principal Prof. M.L.S. Deva Kumar was speaking in the programme; he said that young
people need the skills and values to make sense of what is happening in the world around them
in a rapidly changing globalized world. The British council spoken English course is designed
to suit the student's needs concerning the current level of experience and helps develop English
skills. English has quite a significant role in day-to-day life. Students are prime learners of
English because if they want to build up a good career, they have to have good English speaking
skills and confidence to face many people in interviews. Without English, it is very tough to
manage in this ultra-modern world. And also he adds, we are delighted to partner with British
Council to create a meaningful impact and hope it will provide access to specialized English
language skills among students. He also added that a total of 354 students are registered for the
programme.
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Principal Dr. M.L.S. Deva Kumar speaking at the programme

Vice Principal Prof. C. Subhas addressing the gathering, said that in the complex 21st
century, it is perhaps appropriate to say that the global language for employability is English.
Hence, this course is beneficial to students to get better employment in the future. People who
speak English fluently have more job opportunities. Businesses need employees who can
communicate effortlessly with English-speaking partners and clients.
Head of Mechanical Department Prof. V. Naga Prasad Naidu, English department
faculty P. Basheer Khan and students was joined in the programme.
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STUDENTS SELECTED FOR INTER UNIVERSITY
TOURNAMENTS

M.Subhash, 20KA5A0306, south zone CHESS competition
B.Mounika, 19KA1A0118, VOLLYBALL Held at SRM University, Chennai

K.Irainy Ridamika, 20KA1A0140, Badminton Held at Rayalaseema University, Nandyala
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